SELECT Appli-Stick

Tutorial

A Variety of Uses

Quilters Select Appli-Stick is a very useful product to have around the sewing/craft room. One side
of the web has a fusible coating and is applied to your fabric back. The other side has a light sticky
coating, making your fabric repositionable.
Use the Select Appli-Stick tape to assist in the process of inserting a zipper into your project.

1. Cut a piece of Appli-Stick 1/4" tape to
the desired length and fuse into place
with your iron using a medium/high
temperature and hold the iron to the tape
for at least 3 seconds.

3. Position fabric over the sticky surface
of the tape and stitch in place without
having to pin, or the fear of shifting.

2. After the piece has cooled completely,
peel the paper strip off exposing a sticky
surface.

Appli-Stick is great for projects when applying a ribbon or trim. For ease of sewing the ribbon in
the correct location of your project follow the simple steps.

1. Fuse the 1", 1/2" or 1/4 inch tape to the wrong side of ribbon. Once it has cooled
completely, peel away paper backing exposing the sticky surface and place ribbon on
desired location of fabric.

2. If needed, reposition the ribbon until
you have it in the correct location. Fuse
using iron to set bond and stitch down
with your favorite stitch.

Use Appli-stick 8 1/2 x 11" sheets to simplify your next appliqué process.

1. Trace or use your printer to transfer
appliqué design on shiny paper side of
appli-stick sheet. Don't forget to mirror
the image if necessary. Trim sheet
around the design and fuse to the wrong
side of your fabric.

2. Once the fused piece has cooled
completely, cut design out.

3. Remove paper backing from design
and place in desired location of your
project, reposition if necessary. Once
you are happy with position, press into
place with an iron, medium to high
temperature, for at least 3 seconds to set
bond and sew your favorite stitch for
applying appliqué.

A very helpful use of Appli-stick is to hold quilt bindings in place to make stitching a breeze.

1. Line a strip of the 1/4" tape along side the edge of the quilt with the paper side up and
fuse into place. Once cooled completely, peel the paper backing off exposing the sticky
side of the Appli-Stick.
2. Fold the binding over and position on top
of Appli-Stick, remember you can reposition/
adjust binding as many times as needed.
Once you are happy with placement press
again to set the bond. You are now ready to
stitch your preferred method of attaching the
binding.
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